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Under “JR East Group Management Vision V-Ever Onward” 
established in October 2012, we are promoting the management 
pillars of “eternal mission” and “pursuing unlimited potential” and 
working to achieve a philosophy of “thriving with communities, 
growing globally”.  In that, the Information Systems Planning 
Dept. set down in its role as division in charge of information 
systems a “medium-term information systems strategy” and is 
working to fulfill that with the following five points at the core 
(Fig. 1).

This article covers mainly the two points of “(3) Further 
improvement of information security and enhancement of IT 
governance” and “(4) Business innovation utilizing ICT” and the 
efforts of the Analysis Solutions Group and Security Management 
Group in the Information Systems Planning Dept. Analysis 
Security Center (ASC).  The ASC is going forward with human 
resources development through those points. 
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Introduction1 Business Innovation Utilizing ICT2

2.1 Efforts of the Analysis Solutions Group
With the advances in sensor technology and network technology 
today, a variety of data such as consumer trends and equipment 
operating condition can be obtained and stored in vast quantities.  
And by analyzing that data held, we have become able to notice 
new things unnoticed before, leading to the start of new measures. 

JR East as well holds a variety of data, such as equipment 
maintenance data and commercial operation data of which 
examples are shown in Fig. 3.  We have long been working on 
business improvements, cost reduction and the like in individual 
disciplines, but we had not achieved organization-wide utilization 
of data, resulting in the following issues.
· Some data cannot be analyzed
 Some data, while obtained, has not been analyzed, so it is not
sufficiently utilized.

· Data analysis know-how is not passed on
  Data is analyzed as needed, but know-how on that is not
accumulated as an organization.

· Level of analysis ability differs
 Level of data analysis ability differs because data is analyzed
individually by separate divisions.

The Analysis Solutions Group is a team that uses the various 
maintenance data and other data obtained and accumulated by 
the company as well as that of outside entities in order to create 
new added value.  As such, it works to solve issues in a cross-
divisional manner in the company, focusing mainly on the area of 
business innovation (improvement of efficiency and productivity) 
by means such as improvement and cost reduction of maintenance 
work and making work more efficient.  

Five core points of medium-term 
information systems strategy

(1) Provision of high-quality information systems
(2) Optimization of system costs
(3) Further improvement of information security and

enhancement of IT governance
(4) Business innovation utilizing ICT
(5) Human resources development in system-

related areas and state of the organization

Fig. 1  Five Core Points of JR East Medium-term Information 
Systems Strategy
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we aim to identify trends in equipment operating condition and 
component deterioration, thereby optimizing maintenance cycles 
and detecting signs of failures (Fig. 7).

Up to now, we have analyzed the correlation between 
temperature and passage of time with change in gate drive 
motor operating current (gate load), and we lengthened the cycle 
for some maintenance items as a result.  In the future, we will 
simulate in a testing environment operating condition at time of 
errors, gather data on motor operating current, and compare the 
difference from normal operation with an aim of detecting errors 
before actual failure occurs (Fig. 8). 

(3) Study of a platform for CBM systems 
JR East, under the Smart Maintenance Initiative, is aiming to 
innovate equipment maintenance work.  As part of that, we are 
going forward with a transition from time-based maintenance 
(TBM) to condition-based maintenance (CBM).  

In order to achieve that transition, systems to constantly 
monitor and analyze equipment operation condition (CBM 
systems) are needed.  CBM systems will handle large volumes of 
monitoring data, so we decided to build a platform that meets 
the requirements anticipating increases in data volumes with 
the future introduction of CBM systems for various equipment 
(Fig. 9).

Building CBM systems on the same platform will enable 
unified management of security as well as enable more efficient 
utilization of data by making data linkage between multiple 
systems easier (Table 1). 

2.2 Cases of Data Utilization 
The following introduces some examples of cases of data utilization 
currently being worked on at the Analysis Solutions Group.

(1) Support for electric power generation work
JR East has its own thermoelectric and hydroelectric power 
plants, and electricity from our power plants is sent through our 
own electric grid for uses such as running trains.  In addition, we 
are also supplied with electricity by interconnection with electric 
power companies (Fig. 4).  

When being supplied with power, imbalance related to 
interconnection with electric power companies can be reduced 
by accurately predicting the amount of electric power usage due 
to train operation and the like and keeping the difference from 
actual usage small.

The amount of electric power usage had conventionally been 
predicted manually by dispatchers.  But by creating a multiple 
regression analysis model that uses data such as past results, 
temperature, and day of the week, we found that highly accurate 
(R2* value of 0.99 or greater for predictions and results in fiscal 
2014) prediction could be achieved in a short period of time 
(Fig. 5).  

In the future, we will incorporate the model into systems and 
apply it to actual operations.  Additionally, we aim to achieve 
highly accurate prediction by using various data of the same day 
instead of predicting the amount of usage for the following day 
as of the previous day, as has been done conventionally (Fig. 6).  

(2) Improvement of automatic platform gate maintenance
Automatic platform gates introduced to stations such as those on 
the Yamanote Line constantly record sensor data such as current 
at operations to open and close gates.  By analyzing that data, 
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Fig. 4  Flow of JR East Self-generated Power
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*R2: Coefficient of determination, 
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Fig. 5  Prediction of Electric Power Usage

Fig. 7  Automatic Platform Gate Sensor Data Analysis
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Fig. 6  Current and Future Work in Prediction of Electric Power Usage
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Further Improvement of Information 
Security3

3.1 Efforts of the Security Management Group
Security attacks have been constantly increasing in recent years, 
and the means by which they are conducted have become subtler.  
Security threats are expected to increase with more things being 
connected to networks (Fig. 10) as IoT becomes more a part of 
society in the future.  

In the USA, hacking of automobiles not expected before has 
occurred, such as remote control of steering and unauthorized 
panel displays.  With those, concern about IoT security is rising 
rapidly. 

The railways that JR East is in charge of are an important social 
infrastructure, and security has been ensured up to now by control 
systems being isolated from the outside networks.  However, 
connections with outside networks are now being made for tasks 
such as providing maintenance and service utilizing IoT.  Security 
measures have become necessary for control systems related to 
train operation and the like in addition to for information systems 
such as office equipment in order to prevent major obstructions 
by security incidents occurring with control systems involved in 
railway operation.  

It is the Analysis and Security Center’s Security Management 
Group that serves as liaison in forming JR East Group security 
policies, executing security measures for systems, and responding 
to incidents.

3.2 Details of Efforts
The following introduces major efforts at the Security 
Management Group.

(1) Establishing basic policy for information security 
As a result of the hacking and alteration of the JR East website in 
December 2009, the JR East group as a whole has been working 
on information security measures.  We established the JR East 
basic group policy for information security in October 2014 
with an aim of having everyone at each group company have a 
common understanding of ensuring information security and 
improving security levels across the entire group (Fig. 11).

The basic policy sets down the attitude for basic efforts in 
ensuring information security.  Based on that, group companies 
put together in place such as internal regulations.

(2) Coordination with JEIS Security Operation Center 
JR East Information Systems Company (JEIS), a JR East group 
company, plays an indispensable role in executing security 
measures at JR East.  With the increase in the threat of security 
attacks, JEIS established its Security Operation Center in October 
2015 as a specialized organization to prevent security incidents and 
accidents at JR East group companies and to reduce security risks 
for the group as the need for quick response when attacks occur is 
on the increase.  Working as the security operation center for JR 
East, it confirms and analyzes various information to determine 
security incidents and accidents quickly and responds proactively.  
And from the perspective of identifying and narrowing down the 
scope of impact when security incidents and accidents occur and 
quickly bringing them to a conclusion, it coordinates 24 hours a 
day with the JEIS Central Control Center to respond rapidly even 
on holidays and at night.  JEIS branches also respond by means 
such as sending personnel directly to regional organizations when 
incidents of virus infection occur at those.   

(3)  Efforts in forming a Computer  Security  Incident  Response  
Team   

Putting in place a Computer  Security  Incident  Response  Team 
(CSIRT) as an organization to respond to cyber incidents is one of 
ten important items in the Cybersecurity Management Guidelines 
established by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.  
Based on that, JR East as well has been working to form a CSIRT.

In addition to support for incident response in security 
incidents by the CSIRT, the Security Management Group also 

Item Benefit
Security ●Enable unified management on the platform

Data utilization ●Enable easy data linkage with other CBM systems 
   on the same platform
●Enable easy data linkage with other existing systems 
   such as transport management system and equipment 
   management system

Table 1  Benefits of Building a Platform

Platform for CBM systems 

Build CBM systems
on the same platform

Monitoring of large volumes of data

CBM systems for various equipment

Fig. 9  Building a Platform for CBM Systems
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Fig. 10  Development of an IoT Society
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Fig. 11  Basic Policy for Information Security
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conducts activities and coordinates as the secretariat, such as 
drawing up information security policies for at normal operation, 
education, information gathering, and coordination with outside 
entities such as the National center of Incident readiness and 
Strategy for Cybersecurity (NISC) and the Tokyo Metropolitan 
Police Department.  

(4) Measures to increase security 
In information systems such as office equipment, basic measures 
such as setting up firewalls and introducing anti-virus software 
have been taken, as have been measures for parts such as 
entrances, exits, internal spaces, and terminals (Fig. 12).  And we 
are considering introducing measures to increase security where 
we are constantly readying for the latest threats.

Meanwhile, the environment for control systems for train 
operation and the like too is greatly changing (Table 2).  Up 
until now, those were built as closed networks having no 
external connections, but networks are starting to have external 
connections, and there have been cyber incidents with control 
systems recently in other countries.  We are therefore taking 
measures based on that situation.

(5)  Cooperation with the Cabinet Office’s Cross-ministerial 
Strategic Innovation Promotion Program

The Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program 
(SIP) is an effort being promoted by the Cabinet Office with 
a focus spanning from basic research to exit (practical use/
commercialization) for issues that are socially imperative and 
important for Japan’s economic and industrial competitiveness.  
JR East is cooperating with that in the area of “Cyber-Security for 
Critical Infrastructure” (Fig. 13).

With an aim of practical use in the 2020 Olympic Games 
in Tokyo, we are participating in a promoting committee for 
development of new technology for control systems.  We are also 
dispatching personnel and providing fields for research. 
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Fig. 12  Security Measures for Threats to Information Systems 
(examples of some measures)
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Item Present

Environment

Technologies
used

�reats are now spreading to information systems

Cases of
incidents

Closed environment
Physically closed

Proprietary OS/applications
Proprietary protocols 

Almost none

Change to open environment
(Connections to external networks, 

use of USB memory, etc.)

General-purpose OS/applications
Standard protocols

On the increase
(Virus infection, hacking, etc.)
In Japan as well as overseas

Past

Table 2  Progress of Switch to Information Systems 
for Control Systems


